Using multiple temporally-overlapped, frequency offset and phase-tuned, linear frequency chirps, a new method of multi-GHz optical coherent transient optical pulse shaping and processing in inhomogeneously broadened rare-earth doped crystals is proposed. Using this technique with properly chirped laser sources, multi-GHz processing can be controlled with conventional low-bandwidth electronics and optical modulators. Specifically, this technique enables pulse shaping in the MHz to THz frequency regime with time-bandwidth-products exceeding 100,000, filling the gap between the operating regimes of femtosecond pulse shaping and analog electronics. The low bandwidth (~20 MHz) proof-of-concept demonstrations presented in this paper include pulse train creation, selfconvolution, auto-correlation, and chirped pulse compression.
Introduction
Optical pulse shaping is the creation of a complex optical waveform from a single pulse, especially when one cannot create the complex waveform directly. Pulse shaping of femtosecond pulses has been extensively studied [1] , and utilized in applications such as coherent control of simple molecular processes [2] . Other applications have been proposed, including production of dark solitons for long haul fibers, optical time domain multiplexing, optical code-division multiple access multiplexing, and chirped pulse compression. Most methods of optical pulse shaping in the femtosecond to picosecond regime involve gratings to spatially disperse the frequency components of a pulse, which is then modulated using spatial light amplitude and phase modulators. Due to the limited resolution of gratings and spatial light modulators these techniques have frequency resolution of~10 GHz making 100ps the maximum temporal duration of the pulse packet. Other methods of pulse shaping utilize beamsplitters and physical delay lines or chirped pulses and dispersive elements to create a desired temporal shape [1, 3, 4] . Previous pulse shaping techniques utilizing the photon echo process modulated slowly scanned laser beams to sculpt frequency dependent gratings in a holeburning medium that then shaped incoming optical waveforms [5] [6] [7] . The required frequency, amplitude, and phase control of the laser beams limited the performance of these approaches. None of the above methods allowed for a practical, rapidly programmable means of achieving high time-bandwidth product pulse shaping up to the nanosecond regime.
In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a method to perform pulse shaping using optical coherent transient (OCT) processes in inhomogeneously broadened holeburning medium, such as cryogenic rare-earth ion doped crystals. These crystals can have inhomogeneous linewidths up to 100 GHz, homogeneous linewidths as narrow as 1 kHz, and allow time-bandwidth products of 10 4 -10 6 [8] . Methods similar to [4] could be utilized, but would rely on pulsed lasers and long delay lines. The technique we propose utilizes the broad bandwidth available from chirped laser pulses, but requires only low bandwidth (MHz) electronics and modulators to control the multi-GHz output waveform. Our technique differs from the technique described in [5] [6] [7] where the frequency grating is incoherently written. Our technique writes the grating coherently; allowing better phase control, better temporal resolution, faster programming times, and more flexibility in the choice of probe pulses.
Theory
In previous papers, we demonstrated that two temporally overlapped linear frequency-chirped pulses (TOLFCs) could be utilized to create periodic (true time delay) spectral gratings in rare-earth ion doped crystals [9, 10] . A brief probe pulse incident upon this grating produces a brief echo output with a delay d τ δ α =
.
Here δ is the frequency offset between the two chirps and α is their common chirp rate. The TOLFC method has many advantages over brief pulse and temporally separated linear frequency chirped pulse programming, including chirp durations longer than the coherence time of the rare-earth ions (lowering laser power requirements), the ability to use a single chirp source for the programming pulses (reducing laser stability problems), and large delay tuning range (~µs) using small frequency offsets (~MHz). With the development of high bandwidth (>40 GHz) chirped lasers [11, 12] , the TOLFC method offers an attractive approach to high bandwidth OCT processing.
Using multiple frequency-offset TOLFCs, one can create several time delay gratings, instead of one. Fig. 1 diagrams the multiple TOLFC programming method for use as a pulse shaper. A reference linear frequency chirp, 1 ( ) C t , and control chirps, 2 ( ) C t , with the desired frequency offsets are temporally and spatially overlapped in the inhomogeneous broadened material to create a complex spectral grating. Later the pulse to be shaped, 3 ( ) E t , is diffracted off the grating producing multiple echoes. In general, the desired output signal of a pulse shaper can be written in a generalized form as
Here τ is the desired sampling period, A n are complex amplitudes, and a b is a temporally brief pulse with bandwidth, B a . In the linear excitation regime, the output echo field of the stimulated photon echo process has a Fourier transform
E ω (i = 1, 2 and 3) are the transforms of the reference, the control, and the probe fields, respectively. By choosing the reference and the control pulses properly, a probe pulse can be shaped into an output pulse of arbitrary shape. If the pulse to be shaped is brief, 3 ( ) a E b t = , the action needed to create the desired output signal, ( ) s E t , is equivalent to the creation of multiple delayed copies of the input pulse with the proper complex amplitudes. Assume that the reference pulse is a linear frequency chirp,
≥ , with a chirp rate, α, and a start frequency 1 ω . The required control pulse then has the form, 2 1 ( )
which is a linear superposition of delayed copies of the reference chirp, each weighted by A n . The control pulse can be rewritten as ( )
If the delays are much shorter than the chirp duration, the delays ( ) nτ can be replaced with angular frequency shifts of ( ) n n δ α τ = and the required control pulse becomes
This produces multiple TOLFCs with different frequency offsets weighted by the complex amplitudes A n . If a is small, the frequency shift needed to produce the delay is also small, allowing low bandwidth control of broadband chirps by increasing the chirped pulse time. The additional phase term, The TOLFC pulse shaping process. Multiple linear frequency chirps with different starting frequencies (dotted lines) are temporally overlapped with a single higher frequency reference chirp (dashed line). Later a brief probe pulse is diffracted off the grating producing multiple echoes. In the real programming process, the maximum frequency offset is much less than the bandwidth of the chirps.
The proposed pulse shaping method is not limited to brief probe pulses. To shape an arbitrary probe pulse into a new arbitrary output shape with a given bandwidth and sampling rate, one only needs to work out the right set of the complex weighting factors, A n , needed on the control pulse. For example, to turn the pulse train, Another application of pulse shaping is chirped pulse compression. Previous studies have shown that OCT's have the ability to compress chirped pulses [13, 14] . Here we show that the linear frequency chirps need not be temporally separate and generalize chirp compression to the TOLFC method. A reference chirp and a frequency offset control chirp with different chirp rates α 1 and α 2 , respectively, are used as shown in Fig. 2 . One can solve α 2 analytically if 1 ( ) E ω and 2 ( ) E ω are uniform over the bandwidth of the probe pulse (i.e. they are broadband chirps). To compress the chirped probe pulse to its Fourier transform limit,
, one can set the control chirp as,
ω ω is equivalent to a linear frequency chirp with chirp rate 
, which is a temporally delayed chirp. Here τ d is the delay time of the echo pulse with respect to the leading edge of the probe pulse and is confined to less than T 2 and greater than the probe chirp duration plus 1/B. Since the delay is a function of the frequency, τ d is also the delay of the probe chirp's start frequency. For the case of a limited time bandwidth product, the control chirp takes the same form and the compressed pulse becomes a bandwidth limited brief pulse. For temporally overlapped reference and control chirps, the expression for the delay is now a function of RF frequency ω , frequency offset δ , and chirp rates i α , given by ( )
Using this method, a multi-GHz chirp of several microseconds in duration can be compressed to its Fourier transform limited duration, roughly the reciprocal of its bandwidth.
Experiments
Proof-of-concept demonstrations of the TOLFC pulse shaper for the different processes described above were performed. Acoustic-optic modulators (AOMs) were used to create the linear frequency chirps, limiting these initial demonstrations to 20 MHz. Experiments were performed using an external cavity diode laser with an injection locked amplifier lasing at the 3 H 4 -3 H 6 transition in Tm 3+ :YAG (~793 nm) [16] . The laser beam was split with a 50/50 beam splitter, passed through two separate AOMs driven by arbitrary waveform generators to create the reference and control chirps. The two beams were then focused to a waist of~60 µm and overlapped in the crystal. The crystal was cooled to~4.5 K. Powers before the crystal werẽ 15 mW on each path. The echo output was incident onto a 50 MHz amplified silicon photodetector.
The RF waveform used to program the reference chirp was
, where f 1 is the start frequency of the chirp. The control chirps were frequency offset copies of the reference chirp given in Eq (3).
First we tested the pulse shaper's ability to produce pulse trains with arbitrary times and phases. The goal was to program two complex spectral gratings that produced the 11 bit Barker code (11100010010) in both amplitude (AM) and phase modulated (PM) forms at 10 Mbits/sec. Programming chirps were 5µs long with 20MHz bandwidth giving a chirp rate of 4 MHz/µs. The frequency offset between individual control chirps needed to produce the 10 MHz bit rate was 400kHz. The bits were controlled via the phase and amplitude of each control chirp. For "1" bits, A n =1. For "0" bits, A n =0 for AM and A n = -1 for PM. A 100 ns probe pulse processed by the two different complex gratings produced the expected code in both the binary AM coding (Fig. 3a ) and the bi-phase (0, π) PM coding (Fig. 3b ). The phase encoding (0,π) is observed as nulls at phase transitions in Fig. 3b . The exponential homogeneous decay of the output was compensated for by adjusting the relative amplitude of each control chirp, A n , creating uniform bit amplitudes across the echoed data sequence [17] . 1,1,-1,1) . The operations of (a) self-convolution and (b) auto-correlation were performed on the probe pulse (1,-1,1,1,1).
The ability of the pulse shaper to reshape arbitrary probe pulses was tested next. We demonstrated this by programming the bi-phase 5-bit Barker code (1,1,1,-1,1) and the timereverse (1,-1,1,1,1) versions of the code into the material. We then probed each grating with
(1,-1,1,1,1). This yielded the operations of self-convolution and auto-correlation of the probe pulse, respectively. This also tested the pulse shaper's phase control. In the first experiment since only the intensity of the output waveform was detected, phase transitions appeared only as nulls in the output. For faithful correlation and convolution, the phase must be well controlled. The theoretical outputs (with decay) are shown in Fig. 4 along with the experimental outputs of the pulse shaper. The agreement between the experiment and calculated outputs confirms that good phase control is obtained. Finally we used this TOLFC pulse shaping method to perform linear frequency chirped pulse compression of a 1 µ s chirped pulse with a -20 MHz/µs chirp rate. For a 6 µ s long 20 MHz up chirped reference pulse, the required chirp rate for the second chirp is 4 MHz/µs. An offset of 0.3 MHz was added to the second chirped pulse giving a~90 ns delay between the end of the chirped probe and the echo. Fig. 5 shows the probe chirp and the compressed echo output. The temporal width of the echo measured at ¼ the intensity was 64 ns. This gives a compression factor of~16 with compressed echo duration close to the expected of 50 ns for a 20 MHz bandwidth limited pulse. As the chirped bandwidth of the pulses increases, the compression factor should increase. This ability to compress chirps can be combined with the basic multiple-TOLFC process described above. By adding more control chirps to create multiple chirp-compressing gratings with different time delays and choosing the proper delays and phases of these compressed echoes, a multi-GHz chirped probe pulse can produce a multi-GHz analog optical signal with arbitrary shape of nanosecond to microsecond duration. 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated the ability to perform pulse shaping in rare-earth ion doped cryogenic crystals using multiple, temporally overlapped linear frequency chirps. In addition to being able to shape brief pulses into arbitrary waveforms, this versatile OCT pulse shaper can perform pulse shaping on arbitrarily shaped probe signals, including chirps, as well as perform the operations of convolution, correlation, and compression. Unlike previous demonstrations of OCTs, such as true time delay and optical memory, where the output echo mimicked one of the three input pulses, this new programming method produces a unique and well-controlled output signal of arbitrary shape. Recently developed high bandwidth chirped external cavity diode lasers make it possible to control the shape of multi-GHz output signals with only low bandwidth (MHz) electronics and acoustic-optic modulators.
